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Elogio  del  disagio  is  a  wrecked  vaudeville,  un 
absurd  and  metaphorical  variety  show.  It  is  the 
third and last part of the project Dukkha, a process 
of research based on the theme of sufference and 
its origins. Dukkha is a nearly untranslatable term 
in sanskrit that points out human incapacity to be 
satisfed.  Dukkha’s  structure  is  a  wheel.  It  turns 
alternating the desire of something missing and the 
fear of losing what we have achieved.

The frst part of the project, Dukkha. private action, 
has  obtained  a  special  mention  to  UpNea  '08 
Festivals  Suburbia  and  it  won  of  G.A.I.'s 
competition Movin'Up for young Italian artists. The 
second part, Aggregazione, has won the  Biennale 
of  Young  Artists  from  Europe  and  the 
Mediterranean - Skopje 2009.

This  last  part  faces  unavoidability.  Two  humans 
shapes deal with a space governed by a system of 
rules  and  orders  coming  from  an  outside  voice. 
Obeying  those  orders,  the  characters  become 
authors of the game. It’s an absurd path made of 
repetitions  and  explanations,  of  mechanical 
gestures  happening  during  a  Time  that  does  not 
fow. 

Two  bodies,  many  objects  and  a  mechanism 
destroyed  by  repetition.  The  relationship  between 
orders  and  executions  becomes  more  and  more 
absurd and ridiculous. The theme is faced with irony 
and  lightness:  "nothing  is  more  comic  than 
unhappiness" is Beckett’s teaching, the main source 
of inspiration for this work.
The end is certain, inevitable. Perhaps, after all, it’s 
not going to be so terrible.
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Composing Elements

The research for this last chapter of the trilogy is 
centered on body and action.  The starting point is 
Beckett:  in  particular  the  idea  of  order  and  the 
impossibility  of  disobeying behind all  his  dramas. 
The  composing  principle  is  topographic:  every 
action leaves some consequences in the space, and 
these signs infuence the following action. The space 
is  continually  re-defned  by  using  objects  (a  fan, 
some sand, two neons, a glass, a vacuum cleaner), 
and  therefore  each  action  taking  place  in  that 
space changes meaning continuously. 

The  sens  of  decline  that  characterise  Beckett’s 
oeuvre face de concept of Dukkha: each thing is 
destined to an end, with no excepiton. In our work 
bodies  start  as  effcient  and  neat,  then  they 
encounter a progressive collapse. The rules of this 
transformation are stronger than the“charachters” 
will,  but  they  are  also  outside the  control  of  the 
performers  will,  tanks  to  the  fatigue  and  to  the 
study of breathing. Movements and their effects on 
the members of the audience are one of keys we 
used to compose the metaphorical side of this work: 
as  actions can build a gestual  communication, so 
falls, imposed by gravity, can defne stage spaces.

Our research wants to build an easy language. A language that can’t explain but that is capable of 
making meanings vibrate.  

As for other episodes of the trilogy, our aim is not a mise-en-scène of a text, but the evocation of an 
atmosphere.  We are as  distant  as  possible  from narrating  or  illustrating a  story.  Beckett  is  our 
inspiration. The rest is space and action. In this project the sound has a foundamental role: every 
sound is functional to the events and it’s produced in real time, as an invisible register following the  
action’s dramaturgy. The sound feeds and sustains the imagination of the public.

Link to performance's 6' trailer: 

http://www.vimeo.com/15991000
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Press Release

Teatri Milano
“Elogio del disagio debuts at Danae Festival”

by Giulia Capodieci

“…An eternal singsong plays on in order to create and undo situations, movements, relationships. 
Several objects lie on the stage, either visible or hidden. During the performance the objects are  
used in  an absurd and ridiculous way with an extremely poetic  attention to the composition of  
images (…) In the continuous fow of events, the meaning of each action is built or destroyed by 
moving objects, or through small light variations and real time sound (realized by Roberto Rettura)
(…)  The  two  actors  (Matteo  Lanfranchi  and  Francesca  Di  Traglia)  cleverly  play  with  rhythms, 
movements, face expressions, although they’re obliged to respect several pre-arranged orders and 
limits. Every inch of their body and of the space is exploited, from the micro to the macro dimension.  
The relationship  among actors  creates  an absurd game and oscillates  between Obedience and 
Chaos. The characters  must  face a continuous struggle against  the  unavoidability of a Fate that 
controls their lives and destroys any attempt of individual and decisive action. At this point, there are 
only two possible choices left: to sink in sufferance or to take consciousness of human brittleness and 
to laugh at it. As Beckett said "Nothing is more ridiculous than sufferance “ and Elogio del disagio 
stages a really human, not fatalist and extremely amusing research.
In fact, the public often laughs during the performance. But at the same time each member of the 
audience can also feel the most tragic side of the job, growing little by little in his own interpretation.

Elogio del disagio is a intense performance, rich of suggestions faced with simplicity and irony. The 
performance is rooted in a rigorous work on body and on actor’s presence. That’s why the show 
succeeds in convincing and emotionally involving the public.”
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Effetto Larsen
Effetto Larsen was founded in 2007 in Milan by Matteo Lanfranchi, a graduated actor at the Paolo 
Grassi Academy in Milan. The purpose of the association is to promote research projects in the feld 
of performance, and in particular through the theatre language. According to the needs and desires 
linked  to  each  project,  Effetto  Larsen  collaborates  with  different  people  active  in  theatrical 
expression: technicians, sound designer, musicians, videomakers, dancers.

The Larsen effect is the noise developed when the sounds produced by a speaker is captured, with a 
suffcient signal power,  by a microphone and transmited back to the same speaker. The effect is 
possible because of a louder frequency transmitted from the speaker and than amplifed louder and 
louder by the speaker itself, in a potentially endless process. For us, this word is a metaphor of a 
way of building relationships, to expand, to communicate: the compass of our research process.

Effetto Larsen organized the work in progress laboratory Larsen Lab as one of its frst events: without 
any pedagogic or productive intents, its main purpose was to create a meeting and training place,  
where is possible for people to make proposals on the creative process; the laboratory’s aim is to 
create the possibility to practice theater without productive pressures or performance anxieties. It 
represents the luxury of a place devoted to pure exploration. A place of meeting, a safe place in 
which we can discuss on about our certainties.

Effetto Larsen’s frst performance is Dukkha – a private action  scene for one actor. This work it’s the 
frst part of a project about sufferance and its origins. It’s objective is to discover which situations 
produce  sufference,  to  do a  simple  map of  it  through the  performance language.  The show is 
sustained by the G.A.I (Young Italiani Artists), for the  Movin'Up project and it had a support for 
touring in foreign countries. In 2008, the performance won the special mention at contest UpNea -  
Suburbia Festival

In June 2007 it realized D.VERSO, a multimedia project about people’s differences. This project was 
presented at the Teatro Verdi in Milan, for the Health's Week, organized by the district of Milan, 
which sustained the production.

The video  Framossi was realized in 2007 too. It is an adaptation of a famous scene of Büchner's  
Woyzeck for spaces, stains and sounds, inspired to Kandinsky. 

In 2008 Effetto Larsen created  TUO/OUT, urban performance realized for the festival Danae in 
Milan on a bench in front of the theater Litta. It won the frst prize at the urban dramaturgy contest at  
the Borgo Teatro in Bologna (2009).

In 2008 Effetto Larsen realized also  Lo sguardo di Amleto (Hamlet's Gaze), winning  the second 
prize  to  the  International  Festival  of  Theater  Production  Fantasio  Piccoli.  The  show  was  later 
presented at the Teatro della Contraddizione in Milan in 2010.

In  2009  Effetto  Larsen  wins  the  Biennal  of  Young  Artists  Exhibition  from  Europe  and  the 
Mediterranean  -  Skopje  2009  with  Aggregazione  (Gathering),  the  second  part  of  the  project 
Dukkha.

In 2010 Effetto Larsen developed the third and last part of the Dukkha project,  Elogio del disagio 
(Uneasiness' eulogy),  and the mass urban performance STORMO, both produced by Milan's Danae 
Festival.
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